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Reviews

Selection of Online Local Resources in

Taiwan

This publication was produced by the NCL in

conjunction with the Ministry of Education's

emphasis on "establishing Taiwan's identity" as a

central policy guideline.  An important strategy in

"establishing Taiwan's identity" is to "promote the

special characteristics of Taiwan." Understanding

of native Taiwan resources, appreciation of

Taiwanese literature, and reader guides to Taiwan

history are all important to the task of deepening

understanding about Taiwan. 

This book comprises the following sections: 1.

Website introductions: This section introduces

local website resources of 25 counties and cities in

Taiwan, including sites with information on local

history, geography, culture, customs,

transportation, festivals, agricultural products,

specialty products, industrial products, historic

sites, architecture, animal and plant ecology,

topography and geology, and major social and

education organizations; 2. County and City

Overviews: This section provides basic

information on 25 counties and cities in Taiwan,

including information on population, number of

sub-neighborhood divisions, administrative

districts, number of households, number of villages

and neighborhoods, land area, location, climate,

temperature, specialty products, places of interest,

folk festivals, scenic areas, and date of

information; 3. City and County Maps: This

section includes basic maps for 25 counties and

cities in Taiwan, including maps of townships and

their position in Taiwan. The book serves as a

resource for fostering interest in local affairs, as
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